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inception is a 2010 film directed by christopher nolan and written by nolan and
jonathan nolan. it is based on a story by nolan and his brother. the film stars

leonardo dicaprio, joseph gordon-levitt, ellen page, tom hardy, cillian murphy, ken
watanabe, tom berenger, and dileep rao. the movie was released on april 16, 2010
in the united states. inception is a story about a thief who steals corporate secrets

through the use of dream-sharing technology, which is also known as
''dreamjacking''. the thief, whose identity is known only as ''s the team is preparing

for inception, a heist so mind-blowing it will change the face of crime. the job
requires the best of the best and cobb, the legendary mastermind, is their most

cunning recruit ever. but cobb is the most cunning criminal ever, and he knows if
they don't pull this job off without a hitch, the team will never live to see their

families again. the stakes are high, and the pressure is thick as they navigate the
subconscious, the very essence of who they are and who they want to be. this will

be inception like you've never seen it before. as they stumble on the key to the
greatest heist of all time, they face their most impossible challenge yet. will cobb
and his team have what it takes to pull this job off without getting caught? or will

they go in, guns blazing, and splatter against the backdrop of a city many wouldn't
even know was there? there are a lot of free and cheap movies out there, but there
is only one that actually seems worth downloading from the website. please share

and like this post if you like it and also comment on this post, if you have any query
comment on the comment box here.
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Dom Cobb is a skilled thief, the absolute
best in the dangerous art of extraction,

stealing valuable secrets from deep within
the subconscious during the dream state,
when the mind is at its most vulnerable.

Cobbs rare ability has made him a coveted
player in this treacherous new world of

corporate espionage, but it has also made
him an international fugitive and cost him
everything he has ever loved. Now Cobb is
being offered a chance at redemption. One

last job could give him his life back but
only if he can accomplish the impossible
inception. Instead of the perfect heist,

Cobb and his team of specialists have to
pull off the reverse: their task is not to
steal an idea but to plant one. If they

succeed, it could be the perfect crime. But
no amount of careful planning or expertise
can prepare the team for the dangerous
enemy that seems to predict their every
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move. An enemy that only Cobb could have
seen coming. Dom Cobb is a skilled thief,
the absolute best in the dangerous art of
extraction, stealing valuable secrets from
deep within the subconscious during the

dream state, when the mind is at its most
vulnerable. Cobbs rare ability has made
him a coveted player in this treacherous
new world of corporate espionage, but it

has also made him an international fugitive
and cost him everything he has ever loved.

Now Cobb is being offered a chance at
redemption. One last job could give him his
life back but only if he can accomplish the
impossible inception. Instead of the perfect

heist, Cobb and his team of specialists
have to pull off the reverse: their task is

not to steal an idea but to plant one.
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